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Larry Wilkins Puts the "Active" 

In Alabama Engineering 
ErnM alerting and ‘ BIP To ABA's tech academy, 

?.lience in Engineering Award winner stands out 

EWSMAKER 

IlLY M. REIGART 

ry Wilkins is the recipient of the 
8 Radio World Excellence in 
ering Award. 
ipients represent the highest 

ideals of the U.S. radio broadcast 
engineering profession and reflect 
those ideals through contributions to 
the industry. He is the 14th person so 
honored. 

"Wilkins has plenty of credentials 
as a traditional engineer, having retired 
as assistant director of engineering at 

(continued on page 3) 
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Puerto Rico Stations 
Face Obstacles 
Mainland broadcasters help devastated 

stations and listeners on storm-struck island 
BY JAMES CARELESS 

Many weeks after Hurricane Maria 
devastated Puerto Rico's infrastructure, 
radio broadcasters there were strug-
gling to get and keep their signals in air. 

Most of the AM/FM stations in 
service were relying on diesel genera-
tors for electricity, because the island's 
storm-ravaged power grid was still in 
terrible shape. 

Other stations were just too dam-
aged to get back on air without sub-

. 
4116eNe 

stantial reconstruction, and that's a 
problem since money is in shcrt supply 
in Puerto Rico these days. Due to the 
devastation, "there's no business for 
radio stations, and when there's no 
business there's no money," said Jose 
Ribas Dominicci, executive director 
of the Puerto Rico Radio Broadcasters 
Association. 

In response to this situation — which 
has not only affected radio station own-
ers and their staff, but also the people of 

(continued on page 8) 
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EXCELLENCE 
(continued from page 1) 

Cumulus Media in 2007 as the capstone 
of a four-decade-long career in broad-
casting," Radio World Editor in Chief 
Paul McLane said. 

"But it is his ongoing devotion to 
making our business better and helping 
people that really stand out. Well after 
retirement, he's among the most active 
of local/statewide engineers in helping 
and educating others in modern tech 
concepts. 
"We choose him in appreciation of 

his lifelong work as an engineer; his 
commitment to ongoing technical edu-
cation, exemplified with local training 
programs as well as his weekly tech-
nical e-newsletter, which is read well 
beyond Alabama's boundaries; his abil-
ity to explain complicated concepts in 
common language; his service to SBE 
both locally and nationally and to the 
Alabama Broadcasters Association; his 
work in EAS, including upgrades to the 
state's system; his work in Amber alerts 
and the Alternative Broadcast Inspec-
tion Program; and for being a true 
friend to our industry." 

GETTING IN THE GAME 
Wilkins, 74, is a lifelong Alabaman 

— a native of Enterprise and current 
resident of Prattville, where he lives 
with his wife Cathy. 

Like many of his cohort, Wilkins got 
bit by the radio bug early and worked 
at a local 1 kW daytime AM station 
as a high school student. He remem-
bers that his responsibilities at WIRB 
ranged from "from reading the obituar-
ies, to playing records and taking out the 
trash." He began as a board op, but the 
station's engineer, a retired Army colo-
nel named Harvard Rawlinson, noticed 
and encouraged his interest in broad-
casting's technical side. 

He graduated from Enterprise High 
School in 1961 and went on to pursue 
his education at a local trade school on 
the recommendation of his WIRB men-
tor, who also advised him to learn basic 
electronics because "electricity flows 
the same way" in washing machines and 
radio transmitters. Wilkins also studied 

In the control room of WSFA(TV) in 1965. 

the basics of radio and television techni-
cal operation. 

Upon graduation in 1963, Wilkins 
took a job at the NBC affiliate 
WSFA(TV) in Montgomery, working 
under engineer Dick Payne. 

After about two years, Wilkins had 
the opportunity to build a television 
station. He initially hesitated, but Payne 
encouraged him to tackle the learning 
experience. Wilkins saw WCFT(TV) 
from a concrete slab to functioning sta-
tion. Despite all the mistakes Wilkins 
says he made, the station went live when 
he pushed the buttons. The experience 

Above: Wilkins poses 
in a studio at WLWI in 
Montgomery. 

Left: Visiting a 
station as part of the 
Alternative Broadcast 
Inspection Program. 

reinforced Wilkins' belief that mistakes 
are a crucial part of growth and learn-
ing, even in a professional setting. 

The second time Wilkins worked at 
WSFA, the facility transitioned from 
black-and-white to color: he describes 
the experience as a "real learning curve 
for afir 
A few years down the road, General 

Telephone hired Wilkins as a training 
instructor, teaching video and micro-
wave transmission. 

Over the years, Wilkins has worked 
at other radio and television facilities 
in Alabama in various roles. He was 
chief engineer for WIRB(AM/FM) in 
Enterprise; staff engineer for WSFA(TV) 
in Montgomery; chief engineer for 
WCFT(TV) in lbscaloosa; staff engineer 
for WTVY(TV/FM) in Dothan; chief 
engineer for WKAB(TV) in Montgom-
ery; and chief engineer for WKMX(FM) 
in Enterprise. He spent several years as 
the microwave technician tor the Ala-
bama Public Television Network, the 
first U.S. public television network. 

Wilkins served on the original board 
of directors and was first chief engineer 
for Faith Radio (WLBF Montgomery, 
which has transmitters in Dothan and 
Andalusia). 

Also in Montgomery, Wilkins 
designed and oversaw the construction 

(continued on page 4) 
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of the multi-station master antenna project for WLWI, 
WHHY, WXFX and WBAM. 

A GOOD SPORT 
A career highlight came at Montgomery's 

WLWI(FM), which Wilkins designed and constructed 
in 1979. The station eventually expanded into a net-
work of seven stations, and the company had the rights 
to Auburn University sports broadcasts. This meant 
Wilkins was in charge of handling the onsite engineer-
ing for Auburn football and basketball games. 

Wilkins and his engineering team designed and 
installed the Alabama Digital Satellite Network, which 
distributes not only Auburn Sports but also the cross-
state rival University of Alabama Sports Network. 

He parleyed this sports experience into a few other 
gigs: Wilkins worked as on-site engineer for the short-
lived U.S. Football League's Birmingham Stallions for 
three years — a move Wilkins says he made because 
"he didn't have more sense at the time," since he was 
working full-time for Cumulus. When Wilkins quit 
that job, he told them that he'd seen too many football 
games. (That didn't stop him from doing frequency 
coordination work for Auburn.) 

He also worked as a freelance engineer with ABC 
TV, covering SEC football, and CBS Radio for SEC 
basketball. 

Asked if he considers himself a sports fan, Wilkins 
replied, "Very much so." Although not an athlete (he 
played trumpet in the band), he was involved with the 
PA system for games, and WIRB covered high school 

NEWS 
football games on the air while he worked there. 

He says his loyalty lies with Auburn, but admits he is 
somewhat of a mercenary. "Well, I guess if Troy State 
University signed my checks, I'd be a Troy State fan." 

Cumulus Media purchased the Montgomery station 
group in 1997, and Wilkins was promoted to assistant 
director of engineering. In this role, he worked under 
Terry Baun (former SBE president), until Wilkins' 
retirement in '07. 

Baun and Wilkins have stayed in touch over the 
years, and Baun applauds Wilkins' work with the ABA. 

"Larry exemplifies excellence in engineering, not 
only for the work he does directly, but perhaps more 
importantly for what he does in training future gen-
erations of engineers at his seminars for the Alabama 
Broadcasters Association," Baun said. 

"He is a skilled taskmaster, but always ready with a 
quick joke or a funny story to emphasize the topic he 
is teaching, and at the end of the day he has prepared 
his students for their first steps in our industry and 
contributed once again to the future of our broadcast 
engineering community." 

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT AND SERVICE 
Wilkins became involved with the Society of Broad-

cast Engineers in 1991 and served two terms on the 
national board of directors; today he serves on the soci-
ety's certification committee. He holds Certified Pro-
fessional Broadcast Engineer (CPBE), AM Directional 
(AMD) and Certified Broadcast Network Technology 
(CBNT) certifications. 

In 2005, the SBE honored Wilkins with its "Engi-
neer of the Year" award and elevated him to the rank 
of fellow in 2013. 

Clowning around at an annual ABA convention with 
John George, left. 

He is chair of the Alabama EAS Committee and 
serves on the Amber Alert task force for the state. 

Wilkins helped to develop Alabama's state plan for 
the transition from EBS to EAS in the mid-1990s. 

"One of my goals was to develop a real redundant 
system, to improve the distribution system," Wilkins 
said. 

Wilkins has also served on the Alabama Broadcast-
ers Association's EAS committee for many years and 
has long considered alerting to be an important aspect 
of broadcasting. In fact, one of his first roles with the 
ABA was to ensure that stations were in compliance 
with FCC regulations and rules. 
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A SECOND CAREER (OR TWO) 
In 2006, Alabama's Alternative 

Broadcast Inspector Angle Ditty retired; 
he encouraged Wilkins to take the reins. 
Then in his mid-80s, Ditty decided to 
restrict his inspections to his home state 
of Georgia. (He has since passed away.) 

"I've always really enjoyed going 
around to different radio and TV sta-
tions and meeting new people. You 
learn so much," Wilkins said. 
He also conducted inspections in 

South Carolina until recently — a job 
he left because he wanted to save the 
South Carolinians money on his travel 
costs, and because he needed to make 
room in his schedule for the Alabama 
Engineering Academy. 

With his 2007 retirement, Wilkins 
partnered with the ABA to create the 
association's Engineering Academy. He 
says its aim is to create a pool of new 
engineers for the broadcast industry. 

The idea for the training center began 
at an ABA meeting, where local GMs 
expressed concern about a lack of young 
talent coming into the market. College 
broadcasting schools wouldn't be the 
solution, since their focus had largely 
shifted away from technical skills. Sev-
eral board members asked, "Can we 
start our own engineering school?" 

Wilkins agreed the idea was worth 
review. As an engineer and a member of 
the SBE education committee, it's not 
surprising that Wilkins determined that 
the curriculum should be loosely based 
on SBE certifications. 

"When we started the Engineering 
Academy, I discovered how much there 
is to learn about the technical side of 
broadcasting, and that it is changing at 
such a rapid pace; we must keep up or 
risk falling behind quickly." 

The increased focus on IT plays into 

HONOR ROLL 

Recipients of the Radio World 

Excellence in Engineering Award 

represent the highest ideals of the 

U.S. radio broadcast engineering 

profession and reflect those ide-

als through contributions to the 

industry. 

2017 Larry Wilkins 

2016 Michael Cooney 

2015 David H. Layer 

2014 Wayne Pecena 

2013 Marty Garrison 

2012 Paul Brenner 

2011 Barry Thomas 

2010 Milford Smith 

2009 Gary Kline 

2008 Jeff Littlejohn 

2007 Clay Freinvvald 

2006 John Lyons 

2005 Mike Starling 

2004 Andy Andreson 

NEWS 
the curriculum. Nonetheless, he still 
believes in the fundamentals. 

"Because of the move to digital audio 
and transmission, it is important that 
engineers develop a basic knowledge 
of computers and how digital func-
tions. Engineers need to 'look under 
the hood' of digital audio to understand 
how it works. If you don't, fundamentals 
mistakes can be made, which can make 
your operations a B instead of a Ai," 

He continued, "A lot of technol-
ogy has been 'phased out.' However, 
understanding even those technologies, 
I think, makes you a better or more 
informed engineer. ... If you don't 
understand the basics, the rest of it will 
go right over your head." 

The Engineering Academy is also an 
opportunity for Wilkins to evangelize 
passions, such as mixing audio. 

Earlier in his career, like many engi-
neers, Wilkins moonlighted setting up 
and mixing live audio for concerts, 
church services and other events. He 
credits this work with providing him a 
good understanding of how audio is per-
ceived by the human ear. This skill has 
been invaluable in teaching the proper 
installation and configuration of audio 
equipment in a broadcast operation, 
Wilkins says. 

In 2016, he added a course that 
teaches engineers how to create a good 

mix, which is certainly a building block 
of a quality broadcast. The "Mixing 
Live Audio Seminar" also is targeted to 
churches. Wilkins explains the connec-
tion: Some stations air church services, 
and so if the original mix is flawed, 
there's less that can be done on the 
radio end. 

Ultimately, Wilkins says, it's not the 
equipment so much as learning how to 
use it. 

"It appears to me that due to the rap-
idly changing technology, engineers are 
eager to keep up, so as a result we have 
a level of technical ability that continues 
to increase," Wilkins said. "Engineers 
that don't keep up won't be around very 
long." 

The academy is in its fifth year, and 
its scope has expanded far beyond the 
original goal of educating engineers in 
Alabama's local markets. 

The classes have attracted students 
from outside of Alabama — from all 
around the country, in fact. According 
to Wilkins, the prize for the longest 
journey goes to a woman who flew in 
from Alaska to learn about radio. 

Not surprisingly, Wilkins relishes 
the work. "Teaching was something 
I had never done, but I told my wife 
Cathy that if I had known how much I 
enjoyed it, I probably would have started 

(continued on page 6) 
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public schools to help introduce stu-
dents to the concept of broadcast engi-
neering as a career path. 

"A few years ago, we bestowed the 
honor of [Alabama] Broadcaster of the 
Year on him — a unanimous choice." 

Wilkins explains his work with the 
ABA has allowed him to continue his 
association with broadcasting — with-
out the time constraints or stress of full 
time engineering. 

In fact, semi-retirement has afforded 
him time to cultivate a new hobby with 
his wife: rose gardening. Both are mem-
bers of the Montgomery Rose Society 
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it earlier." 
Alabama Broadcasters Association 

President Sharon Tinsley is effusive in 
her praise of Wilkins. 

"Larry Wilkins is amazing. We are 
so fortunate in Alabama to have him 
as a resource of engineering knowledge 
and skill," Tinsley wrote in an email to 
Radio World (emphasis hers). "Larry is 
the backbone of our Engineering Acad-
emy and our EAS system. In addition, 
he's always willing to do outreach in 
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Larry Wilkins with his wife Cathy at a rose show. 

and the American Rose Society, and 
Wilkins was president of the former. At 
the height of his enthusiasm, they had 
about 125 plants in their yard but have 
now winnowed that to a more manage-
able number. 

But even his gardening passion can 
be traced back to engineering. One day, 
Wilkins was visiting a transmitter site 
and came across a nearby garden, full 
of beautiful rose bushes. He stopped to 
admire them and learned that a retired 
school teacher tended them. Once again, 
Wilkins was hooked. 

"I've always loved to grow things," 
Wilkins explained. 

Even in his pseudo-retirement. 
Wilkins remains a dynamic member 

of the broadcast community. One thing 
he doesn't miss from the earlier days of 
radio? Stress. Being a "corporate engi-
neer" came with plenty of headaches 
and long nights. 

"Cathy has been extremely support-
ive of my carrier over our 31 years of 
marriage, and I thank her for all the 
encouragement she has given. It is not 
easy being married to a broadcast engi-
neer, as transmitters quite often pick the 
worst times to fail." 

Nonetheless, Wilkins says "the 
broadcast and multimedia business is 
something that gets in your system and 
never leaves." 

Comment on this or any article. 
Email radioworldenbmedia.com. 
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A sampling of recent headlines delivered to Radio World readers in their 
free daily NewsBytes e-newsletter. (Click the Subscribe tab at radioworld. 
corn, then Newsletters.) 

-11- FCC Overhauls Some Media Ownership Rules 
The committee voted to remove bans on newspaper/broadcast cross-own-
ership and radio/TV cross-ownership. 

The New Entercom Is Now Official 
Entercom and CBS Radio completed their merger. The new entity places 
itself solidly in the top tier of U.S. radio companies and sees itself as a 
healthy competitor to a financially-challenged iHeartMedia. 

EBU Opens Registration for Dot-radio Domain 
Two categories are available: "standard" and "individual." 

Tieline Relocates to New, Bigger Offices 
The Australian manufacture- relocated its Perth office. 

Burk Technology Appoints SVP of Worldwide Sales 
Remote systems developer Burk Technology named Jim Alnwick to the 
post. 

SBE Board Appoints Siegler to Fill Vacancy 
He fills a vacancy left when Jim Bernier was elected SBE national treasurer. 
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PUERTO RICO 
(continued from page 1) 

Puerto Rico who rely on radio for infor-
mation — U.S. broadcasters are provid-
ing money, equipment and support to 
their broadcast brethren in the territory. 

"Our members understand what it is 
like to be slammed by a hurricane, and 
remember how other broadcasters helped 
them out in times like these," said Vance 
Harrison, president of the National Alli-
ance of State Broadcasters Associations. 
"We're stepping up to help our fellow 
radio stations in Puerto Rico, just as 
they would if we were in such serious 
trouble." 

THE BIGGEST NEED 
What do Puerto Rico's radio broad-

casters need most? The answer is simple. 
"With so many stations relying on 

diesel and gasoline generators to stay on 
air, money is needed to pay for the fuel, 
at a time when advertising is not com-
ing in," Ribas said. "Without that fuel, 
which has to be purchased constantly, 
we can't keep broadcasting." 

To help pay these fuel costs, the 
Puerto Rico Radio Broadcasters Asso-
ciation opened a bank account to accept 
donations on behalf of radio broadcast-
ers there and in the U.S. Virgin Islands, 
both pummelled by Maria. The PRRBA 
hopes to raise $250,000 to help these 
broadcasters get back in service and 
stay on air. 

"Getting Puerto Rican radio back on 
its feet is going to be a long-term chal-
lenge, due to the fundamental damage 
they've suffered there," said VAB Exec-
utive Director Jim Condon. "So we need 
to be there for our fellow broadcasters, 
for the long haul." 

In early November, donations had 
come in from NASBA plus individual 
groups such as the Florida Association 
of Broadcasters and the Vermont Asso-
ciation of Broadcasters, and the fund 
had raised $25,000, said Harrison. "But 
much more is definitely needed." 

Ribas subsequently emailed that the 
Maine Association of Broadcasters had 
contributed another $25,000. 

WNYC'S HANDS-ON APPROACH 
New York City public stations 

WNYC(AM/FM) understands the expe-
rience of having broadcast infrastruc-
ture devastated. 

Your Proven Choice for Translators 

Value Reliability Support Remote Control (AUI) 

VSSeries HàRactiq nautei 
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In San Juan, Jose Otero of Puerto Rico Public Broadcasting Corp., left, works with Peter Polanco and Dannie Raghunath of 

WNYC to raise a temporary antenna. 

"Our FM transmitter was located on 
the World Trade Center. which came 
down on 9/11," said Steve Shultis, its 
chief technology officer. "Had we not 
received help from WKCR(FM), who 
lent us a studio, and WNYE(FM), who 
found us a frequency and transmitter, 
we would have been knocked off air for 
a long time. So we know what it is like 
to need help, and to receive it." 
When WNYC's staff learned that San 

Juan public station WIPR had lost its 
mountaintop transmission/antenna facili-
ties — "When we visited the site, we 
saw wreckage everywhere," said WNYC 
Engineering Manager Dannie Raghu-
nath — they wanted to help. That's where 
the nonprofit CoastAlaska media col-
lective came in. As Shultis recounted it, 
"They contacted WNYC to tell us that 

CoastAlaska had built two 'radio-to-go' 
kits, each of which would let them set up 
a temporary station after a tsunami. So 
we asked CoastAlaska to lend us a kit to 
take to Puerto Rico, and they did." 

Equipped with the 300-pound radio-
to-go kit — filled with microphones 
and mixer to a 150-watt transmitter 
and 30-foot standalone vertical antenna 
mast — Raghunath and fellow WNYC 
engineer Peter Polanco travelled to 
Puerto Rico in October to get WIPR 
back on air. "We had an armed guard 
escort us and our equipment from the 
airport to the hotel," Raghunath said. 
"That's just how the situation there is 
right now." 

In three days' time, the two WNYC 
engineers had set up the kit at WIPR's 
San Juan studios, and erected the anten-

na mast on its roof, held in place by 
cinder blocks on its tripod legs. 

"We are getting a 3 dB gain on the 
antenna, which is carrying 150 watts 
on FM throughout Greater San Juan in 
a 20-mile radius,- said Shultis. "It cer-
tainly is no match for WIPR's original 
150,000 watt signal from its mountain-
top antenna, but this temporary setup is 
still a big help?" 

RADIOS TO THE RESCUE 
Maria didn't just knock out radio cov-

erage in Puerto Rico, it also destroyed 
the radios that people used to tune into 
this coverage. (The same is true for TV, 
cellular telephone and internet service; 
all of which were still severely compro-
mised due to physical damage and lack 

(continued on page 10) 
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PUERTO RICO 
(continued from page 8) 

of power.) 
The National Association of Broad-

casters, NASBA and many unnamed 
U.S. broadcasters banded together to 
send 10,000 portable radios to the peo-
ple of Puerto Rico. 

"Time and again, broadcast radio 
has served as a lifeline to communities 
desperate for information and support," 
stated NAB President and CEO Gordon 
Smith in an NAB news release. "Our 
fellow Americans in the Caribbean now 
face a once-in-a-generation humanitar-
ian crisis, and radio is one of the only 
communications resources available." 

The 10,000 radios were cassette 
tape-sized QFX R-9s. Capable of AM, 
FM and SW (shortwave) signals, each 
R-9 comes with a telescopic antenna, 
LED power indicator and a 3.5 mm ear-
phone jack. They retail online for $9.99. 

The NAB/NASBA/broadcasters coali-
tion that acquired 10,000 of these for 
Puerto Rico also supplied two pairs of 
AA batteries with each radio. "We found 
the R-9s on the West Coast, and had them 
shipped to Florida," said FAB President 
Pat Roberts. "Even at their small size, the 
10,000 R-9 radios required three pallets 
to ship them. The 40,000 AA batteries 
needed six pallets more." 

After much legwork, the radios/bat-
teries were flown into Puerto Rico and 
the U.S. Virgin islands in October. 

Suzanne Raven, NAB's senior man-
ager of public service, was on the 
ground in Puerto Rico with NAB Build-
ing Engineer Louis Abanez when the 
radios were distributed with FEMA's 
help to 25 communities there. 

"It was touching to see the faces of 
Puerto Rican children light up when we 
handed them a new radio. People liter-
ally danced in the streets," said Raven. 
"Residents flocked to us, particularly 
after dark when our vehicles provided 
the only lights for miles. 

"Word of mouth was key in mak-
ing the mayors' offices aware of our 
initiative," she said. "Some mayors only 
became aware of our radio distribution 
upon arriving in San Juan. Without cell 
service, they could not receive messages 
about our efforts." 

This generosity played out against 
a backdrop of fearsome destruction. 
"Most of Puerto Rico remained with-
out power and drinkable water during 
our visit," said Raven. "Even in the 
capitol of San Juan, power came almost 
exclusively from generators that had to 
be refilled with fuel or diesel daily by 
hand, sometimes every four hours. 

"Seeing the devastation drove home 
the need for reliable communication," 
Raven said. "Cellphone connections 
and Internet service are non-existent in 
many parts of Puerto Rico. Broadcast 

radio continues to connect people to 
critical information." 

THE NEED IS REAL 
It will take months, or even years, 

for the industry and its island home 
to recover from Maria's bulldozer-like 
destruction. 

"As Floridians, we know what it is 
like to be where Puerto Rico finds itself 
today," said FAB's Pat Roberts. "This is 
why our broadcasters are doing all they 
can to help our radio colleagues there, 
and we urge all other broadcasters to 
join us in doing so." 

To donate money to the PRRBA's 
fund for broadcasters in Puerto Rico 
and the Virgin Islands: 

Financial Institution: Banco 
Popular de Puerto Rico 

Account Holder: Asociación de 
Radiodifusores de P.R. 

Account Number: 203544423 
Routing Number: 021502011 
Swift Code: vpprprsx 

Uprooted tree in Loiza. 

NAB Building Engineer Louis Abanez, 

NAB's Suzie Raven and Mayor Lornna 

Soto address a crowd in Canóvanas in 

northeastern Puerto Rico. 

The QFX R-9 s a small multi-band 
receiver. 

Left: A man lis-tens to one of the 

donated radios in the small coastal 

town of Loiza. 
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This Jacket Keeps You Toasty Warm 
And other tips to prevent winter engineering woes 

IWORKBENCH by John Bisset  
Email Workbench tips to johnpbissetEnmail.com 

Fig. 1: Heated jackets use carbon 
fiber heating elements. 

Looking for the ultimate in winter 
jackets? Take it from our northern 

neighbors, heated jackets are the way 
to go. 

Anchorage's Koahnic Broadcasting 
DOE Charles Sather suggests you con-
sider a jacket like the Milwaukee M12 
series. 

These jackets use carbon fiber heat-
ing elements to heat core body areas, 
and one version is shown in Fig. 1. Using 
the same Lithium-ion battery packs that 
power Milwaukee tools, seen in Fig. 
2, the jackets have adjustable heated 
panels controlled by the pushbutton 

NEVER 
DISCONTINUED 
SUPPORT 
toy of our pro—cts . 

nautel.com nautei 

Fig. 2: The jacket 
has a Lithium- ion 
battery pack. 

1J77W'' 

Fig. 3: The breast pocket 
pushbutton switch controls 

the heat settings. 

breast switch 
pictured in Fig. 3. 

Best of all, they are machine wash-
able and dryable — after the battery 
pack is removed! 

The jackets are available at the big 
box hardware stores and online. Just 
Google "heated jackets." 

Steven Donnell of New Hampshire 
Public Radio recommends that engi-

neers put together a "Winter Go-Kit" or 
travel case, which can be as simple as 
an old laptop bag filled with necessities. 
In addition to some everyday items for 
winter weather, Steven usually keeps an 
extra pair of heavy socks. 

He keeps a small butane torch or 
lighter in there too, as well as in his win-
ter coat. The lighter in Fig. 4 is a triple 
burner meant for lighting cigars. Steven 

calls it his "frozen lock master key." 
Among some of the "all season" 

things that Steven includes is an AC 
wall wart and cigarette lighter to USB 
adapter and cable(s) to charge his cell 
phone. He also travels with one of those 
battery-to-USB chargers. As a backup 
to his cell phone, as a ham, he always 
carries a compact handie-talkie as his 
emergency "call home" tool. 

From Hall Communications head-
quarters in Pennsylvania, Senior 

Vice President of Engineering Edd 
Monskie offers a caution now that win-
ter is here and many stations have 
realigned their satellite dishes. 

Edd only had one time in the last 25 
years when there was enough snowfall 
to affect the dish signal. Now that sta-
tions have changed to the new satellite 
position, Edd's dish is going to be a big 
scoop for holding snow of any amount. 

There are various methods to deal 
with snow, from treatment of the 

dish surface, to heating coils, 
to covers, or covers with some 
type of a heated blower from 
behind. None of the solu-
tions is perfect. Edd has 
chosen to use the covers on 
the dishes at this point, and 
we'll see how they work. 

Before the heavy snows 
arrive, have a plan in place 
so programming isn't lost 
because of "snow fade!" 

II The Cruz Show," heard 
I mornings on KPWR, 

"Power 106 Los Angeles," owes much 
of its success to its many listeners and 
guests that participate on the 
program each day. 

With today's multimedia 
focus, Chief Engineer Saul 
Perez shows the sign that is 
posted outside the air studio 
door. Fig. 5 informs those 
entering the studio they may 
appear on-air, their voice 
may be used, and their image 
may appear in video or still 
photography. A fair warning 
to visitors, and good protec-
tion for the station. 

Keysight Oscilloscopes 
has posted a series of 

tutorials on YouTube about 
the selection of active and 
passive oscilloscope probes. 
In under five minutes, you 

Fig. 4: A handy 
"frozen lock 
key." 

can learn a lot about testing with oscil-
loscope probes, plus, view several other 
tutorials. 

Here's the YouTube link: https:II 
www.youtube.comlwatch?v=cX8YEaw 
9XdO#action=share. 

I ndianapolis Broadcast Engineer 
Roberta Ecks agrees that the threaded 

hex standoff used as a ground binding 
post, mentioned in our May 12 col-
umn, works fine in a pinch, but most 
hardware stores have small parts bins 
with single-quantity knurled nuts in 
a variety of sizes. Brass 6-32 knurled 
nuts are under $10 for a quantity of 25 
at McMaster-Carr. 

Contribute to Workbench. You'll 
help fellow engineers and qualify for 
SBE recertification credit. Send Work-
bench tips to johnpbissetegmail.com. 
Fax to 603- 472-4944. 

Author John Bisset has spent 48 
years in the broadcasting industry and 
is still learning. He handles West Coast 
sales for the Telos Alliance. He is SBE 
Certified and is a past recipient of the 
SBE 's Educator of the Year Award. 

FILMING/RECORDING IN PROGRESS 

BY ENTERING THIS AREA. I UNDERSTAND THAT 

I MAY APPEAR ON CAMERA. 

MY VOICE MAY BE USED ON-AIR 

MY IMAGE MAY APPEAR IN VIDEO 
OR STILL PHOTOGRAPHY. 

PLEASE KEEP HALLWAY NOISE 
TO A MINIMUM, 

AS THIS DISRUPTS PRODUCTION 

Fig. 5: A useful studio "warning" sign for guests. 
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Happy Memory: The Hallicrafters 
SX-42 Communications Receiver 
It was an important calibration tool and part 
of annual proof-of-performance measurements 

PLUGGING INTO 
THE PAST 
BY TOM VERNON 

If we were to journey back in time 
and visit the engineering shop of a radio 
station in the 1960s or '70s, it would 
look very similar to the repair facilities 
of a hi-fi or radio-TV repair shop of the 
day. There would be a carpeted work-
bench and a shelf above filled with test 
equipment — VTVMs, RF signal gen-
erators, an audio oscillator, distortion 
meter, signal tracer and an oscilloscope. 
The quantity and quality would vary as 
a function of the engineering budget. 

Also, we would find a stock of elec-
tronic components, resistors, capacitors, 
diodes, vacuum tubes, transistors and a 
bit later, integrated circuits. Bins with 
pinch rollers, belts and heads would 
be on hand to keep the station's cart 
machines and tape decks rolling along. 

Unique to the radio station's shop, 
however, there would also be a quality 
communications receiver connected to 
an outside antenna. Most likely, it was 
used by the engineer to listen to some 
of the great top 40 stations of the day 
while working alone on long overnight 
maintenance shifts, or possibly to hear 
shortwave broadcasts from around the 
globe on cold winter nights. 

But the real purpose of having a 
communications receiver at the station 
was not to provide entertainment for the 
chief engineer. It was all about compli-
ance with FCC rules. 

This time around in our Plugging 
into the Past feature, we'll examine 
the Hallicrafters SX-42 communica-
tions receiver, and talk about why these 
radios were an important calibration 
tool and also a part of the annual proof-
of-performance measurements. 

SX-42 
The SX-42 was the flagship of the 

post-war Hallicrafters product line, 
replacing the 1940 SX-28 Super Sky-
rider. Released in 1947, it had the most 
extended band coverage of any receiver 
in the early '50s. Originally, that meant 
five bands topping out at 55 MHz. But 
when the FCC announced that the FM 
broadcast band would be moved from 
its prewar 42-50 MHz home to its cur-
rent 88-108 MHz location, Hallicrafters 

quickly added a sixth band, bringing 
coverage up to 110 MHz. 

This double-conversion receiver sold 
for $275, quite a chunk of change in 
those days. But then, it had a lot of 
features most receivers didn't have. Its 
15-tube chassis featured a crystal fil-

ter, BFO, six-position selectivity switch, 
noise limiter and continuous FM cover-
age from 27-110 MHz. To make this 
complicated receiver less intimidating 
for non-technical users, the various 
switch positions for AM/FM broadcast 
were clearly marked with red dots. 

Not only did the SX-42 have more fea-
tures than pre-war sets, it looked entirely 
different. Plastics had evolved during the 
war years, creating a lot more options 
for cabinet designs than the black and 
brown bakelite that was the norm before 
the war. To capitalize on these new 
materials, Hallicrafters commissioned 
the noted industrial designer Raymond 
Loewy to create the cabinet design for 
the SX-42. Loewy is well remembered 
for his work on the Pennsylvania Rail-

road, Studebaker and NASA. 
The traditional black crinkle front 

panel was replaced by one with a pleas-
ing light grey finish and green lettering. 
The main tuning dial, bandspread dial 
and S-meter face were green plastic, 
which filled the DXers radio shack with 
a pleasing green glow. For the radio 
enthusiast of the late '40s, it must have 
looked like something that arrived from 
out of the future. 

Part of the annual proof for AM sta-
tions was measuring spurious radiation, 
including RF harmonics, to ensure they 
were low enough to prevent harmful 
interference. The procedures for doing 
this were not that well defined in the 
regulations, as no numerical measure-
ments were spelled out. A communica-
tions receiver was normally used. 

Steps needed to be taken to ensure 
that the front end of the receiver would 
not be overloaded, and that could entail 
adding an RF attenuator ahead of the 
antenna. Usually the studio was located 
well within the station's coverage area, 
and measurements were taken from 
the shop using an external long wire 
antenna. 

The receiver was slowly tuned up 

from the fundamental frequency, pay-
ing particular attention to the second 
and third harmonics. Good engineering 
practice dictated a sweep all the way up 
to the 10th harmonic, or the upper limits 
of the receiver's frequency range. The 
details were noted in the proof, adding 
that no harmonics were audible. When 
problems did occur, it was usually with 
excessive second or third order harmon-
ics, which often boiled down to mis-
aligned or lightning-damaged harmonic 
traps in the transmitter. 

For FM stations, a communications 
receiver with a BFO such as the SX-42 
was essential for calibrating the modu-
lation monitor by using Bessel's Func-
tion. This was typically done before 
the proof. First, the receiver's antenna 
was connected to the first limiter tube 
of the monitor by wrapping a few turns 
of wire around it. Then, it was tuned to 
the monitor's IF frequency by peaking 
the S meter. Typically, this was 21.5 
MHz to 22.7 MHz, depending on the 
station's frequency. The receiver's BFO 
was adjusted for around 300 Hz. The 
FM monitor was set to display total 
modulation on the meter. 

Next, precise audio frequencies which 
corresponded to various percentages 
of modulation at different null points 
were fed to the FM transmitter. There 
was usually a chart in the monitor's 
manual that listed these. For example, 
a frequency of 8,670 Hz corresponds 
to 100 percent modulation at the third 
null. The amplitude of the audio oscilla-
tor was increased while noting the nulls 
from the receiver. With the third null, 
the transmitter was modulating at 100 
percent. Then, the calibration tweaks on 
the monitor for meter and flasher were 
adjusted. It was usually good practice 
to repeat the process for nulls yielding 
lower modulation levels to confirm the 
meter's linearity, and the flasher's accu-
racy. All this, of course, was logged in 
the station's maintenance log. 

In addition to assisting with proofs, 
the SX-42 was often used to assess the 
overall quality of a station's AM and 
FM signals. With its 6V6 push-pull 
output stage and high-quality output 
transformer, this receiver was capable of 
impressive audio quality. 
Many communications receivers of 

the day had single-ended audio output 
stages and mediocre wideband perfor-
mance. This was not surprising, since 
the audio quality of short-wave broad-
casts and amateur communications trav-
eling half way around the globe was far 
worse than that of AM radio. 

THE ENO OF THE LINE? 
In the end, the inevitable march of 

time and newer technologies took its 
toll on those communications receiv-
ers in the engineering shop. By the 

(continued on page 16) 
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SX-42 
(continued from page 14) 

1970s, many of them were approach-
ing the 30-year mark. While they were 
still working, they were probably not 
working well. A complete overhaul and 
alignment was needed, but it was usu-
ally much more cost-effective just to 
purchase one of the many high-end por-
table communications receivers, which 
could do double duty on the bench and 
in the field. 

At the same time, RF spectrum ana-
lyzers such as the Tektronix 491 were 

being introduced. They were much bet-
ter diagnostic tools for tracking down 
harmonic and intermod issues than a 
communications receiver. Early spec-
trum analyzers were expensive, but typi-
cally at least one station in a market had 
one. Usually it was the TV guys. 

As to calibrating FM mod monitors, 
the newer solid-state devices were much 
more stable, and had internal calibra-
tors. Their calibration was a bit more 

complicated than older devices, and they 
usually made a trip back to the factory to 
be tweaked every five years or so. 

The SX-42 shown in this story has 
just such a history. It came from the 
engineering shop of a suburban Boston 
radio station. It had been forgotten in 
the attic until the mid-1980s. When new 
cable troughs were being routed above 
the ceilings, it was rediscovered. When 
plugged in, it fell into the "working, but 
not working well" category. 

The first step was rounding up the 
usual suspects. Switch contacts and pots 
were given a good cleaning with DeOxit. 

Many of the original wax capacitors 
remained, and they, along with the 
aging electrolytics were replaced. All 
the tubes were tested, and several in the 
front end were renewed. 
A service manual was located, then it 

was a matter of measuring and logging 
voltages at the tube sockets and replac-
ing numerous out-of-tolerance resistors. 

Restoration work on this SX-42 has 
been interrupted by a few long distance 

moves, as well as being locked away in 
storage for 15 years. It works reasonably 
well, but needs a thorough cleaning and 
careful alignment. 

The SX-42 was a landmark receiver 
when it was introduced in 1947. Its sleek 
industrial design, high quality construc-
tion. extended band coverage and high-

Bottom view. 

quality audio output are what made it a 
such a standout receiver, and why it is 
still sought out by collectors and radio 
amateurs. 

Comment on this story or suggest 
future products to feature. Email radio-
worldenbmedia.com with "Plugging 
Into the Past" in the subject line. 
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VoxPro7 Kills Dead Air 

No matter how concise your callers are, you're going 
to get words that slow your show down. 

Let VoxPro7 be your hit man. 

Research shows that tighter programming 
dramatically retains listeners. Retained listeners = 

higher ratings. Download our free white paper, 
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Speed To Air 
VoxPro's software tools let you edit. remove 
silence, re-record your voice, add effects, 

and be ready to go...in seconds. 

Obsessive Organization 
Hot buttons put a library of clips and tracks 
at your fingertips. Have your enti-e LIVE 
show programmed before you even start. 

Creative Controller 
With VoxPro hardware, you control every 
aspect of the software. Designed and laid 

out for maximum speed and agility. 

VC X 71) IRO   
RECORD/EDIT/PLAYBACK AUDIO LIVE, IN REAL-TIME, ON THE AIR 

Wheat/tore 
phone 1.25.638-7000 I wheatstone.com I sales@wheatstone.com 
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To Hear 24/7 Star Trek Talk, Boldly Go Online 
Trek Radio is Earth's definitive source for all things Trek and sci-fi 

I PROGRAMMING 
BY JAMES CARELESS 

Whether it's breaking news about 
the latest Star Trek movie or TV show, 
dueling over the finer points of Klingon 
culture or holding virtual dance parties 
for ST online game players in real-time, 
Trek Radio is the planet Earth's defini-
tive source for all things Trek and sci-
ence fiction. 

Found at www.trekradio.net, this 
24/7 internet radio station is a labor of 
love for the fans who produce its con-
tent. Besides broadcasting online, they 
take Trek Radio on the road to various 
sci-fi conventions; setting up remote 
production studios on location in the 
United States and Europe to interview 
actors and writers from Star Trek and 
other sci-fi movies and series. 

"Collectively, we serve out over half a 
million minutes of content every month 
via our on-air audio stream, livestream 
video and premium on-demand content 
such as interviews and event coverage," 
said David Holquinn (Klingon name 
DeyvID HolQIn). 

He is Trek Radio's director of mar-
keting and communications; plus host 
of the "Warriors Den," a live music and 
talk show in which Holquinn shares 
his knowledge of Klingon fandom and 
discusses the Klingon language, culture 
and costuming. "Every month, we reach 
about 10,000 unique listeners in over 
115 different countries:' he said. 

THE JOURNEY BEGINS 
Launched as Star Trek Online Radio, 

this all-things-Trek internet radio station 
began its voyage through cyberspace in 
June 2010. In the first five months, the 
station evolved and changed its format 
from concentrating solely on Star Trek 
gaming to a wider focus, encompassing 
all of Star Trek fandom, science fiction 
and genre media. 

During this transitional period, STO 
Radio reached out to CBS Studios for 

nautei 
nautel.comNS 
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Big Transmitter Feature , 
in a Small Box 

Nick Duguid, right, of the popular online gaming site Star Trek Online is inter-
viewed by Trek Radio's DeyvID HolQIn (David Holquinn). 

lePTREK 
RADIO 
T[FKRA D!O 17E T 

guidance in order to not run afoul of 
the franchise holders' legal teams. In 
November 2010, the station adopted a 
new name and new look, re-launching 
itself as Trek Radio, the first online 
radio station dedicated to the Star Trek 
and sci-fi fan community. 
"We have maintained an open dia-

logue with CBS Studios and Paramount 
Pictures since our inception," said Lisa 
Guetzkow, the station's chief operations 
officer and co-owner. "Updates have 
been made over the years to sustain a 
healthy relationship and prevent copy-
right infringement." 

In this way, Trek Radio has been 
able to avoid lawsuits and "live long and 
prosper." 

Having taken care to keep Star 
Trek's brand owners happy, Trek Radio 
has been able to boldly go throughout 
cyberspace, broadcasting its original 
content worldwide. 

"Over the years, our staff has grown; 

Vic Mignogna, Captain Kirk in the "Star Trek Continues" web series, with Trek 
Radio's Holquinn and Michelle Sprecht, who plays Doctor McKennah, at a fan 
convention. 

adding a variety of live DJs and show 
hosts, increasing our roster of syndi-
cated shows and covering more live 
events, such as conventions, movie 
screenings, concerts and red-carpet pre-
mieres," Holquinn said. "Our social 
media has grown steadily over the years 
with Twitter, Facebook and Instagram 
engaging our audience with information 
and entertainment." 

WHAT'S ON? 
Trek Radio's regular schedule is 

a mix of ST-themed talk and music 
shows; plus wider-ranging sci-fi shows 
that look at comic books, cosplay (fans 

dressing up as their favorite characters), 
movies, television, and video games. 

Again, the majority of the content is 
original; produced and voiced by Trek 
Radio's many volunteers around the 
world. In addition to DeyvID's show 
"The Warriors' Den" — sometimes 
featuring head-banging anthems such 
as "We're Not Going to Take It" (sung 
in the original Klingon by the Klingon 
Pop Warrior) — "we stream shows 
such as 'Harmless Content' hosted by 
DJ Atomos, which features an on-going 
original audio fiction written and voiced 
by Atomos in between music segments," 
said Holquinn. 

Other Trek Radio originals include 
"The Singularity" hosted by Suzanna 
that features virtual dance parties 
held inside the popular MMORPG 
(Massively Multiplayer Online Role 
Playing Game) Star Trek Online; and 
the longest-running show on the net-
work, "Terra Nova," where the co-hosts 
discuss entertainment headlines, movie 

reviews and box office updates and 
new technology. Content is available in 
streaming format from the station itself, 
and specific interviews are also offered 
as on-demand audio clips. 

In addition to the station's original 
content, "we syndicate popular podcasts 

focussing on Star Trek and sci-fi, as 
well as audio fiction shows that present 
original fiction in the Star Trek uni-
verse similar to old-time radio plays:' 
Holquinn said. "We also provide live and 
recorded coverage of conventions and 
events that offer our listeners a unique 
look at these events so they feel like they 

(continued on page 20) 
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TREK 
(continued from page 18) 

are there when the listeners are unable to attend. 
Even when our listeners are at the same event as 
us, we often provide them with information and 
content they would not otherwise have access to." 

DEDICATED FANS ON BOTH SIDES 
Trek Radio would not exist without two key 

universal forces: The content creators who pro-
duce the shows (and keep Trek Radio running), 
and the fans who tune in on a regular basis. 

^2X11611Per, 

This 24/7 internet radio 
station is a labor of love for 
the fans who produce its 
content. 

34111111111111kr 

Sour ear Trek Puelcasting H Sotall 

Arte 

SA% DIEGO 

COMIC 
CON%i 
INIEPb11 , nn., 

Above: Trek Fadio takes part in a Star Trek 
podcasting panel at San Diego Comic-Con 
International. 

Right: Trek Radio's Tom Cruz, left, interviews 
Manu Intiraymi, who played Icheb on " Star 
Trek: Voyager." 

"Our dedicated volunteer staff is comprised of those 
who want to share their love of Star Trek and sci-fi with 
the community and engage in conversation about the 
franchises we love," said David Holquinn. 
"We have staff in various parts of the US as well as 

the UK, Canada and Australia. Some of our staff had 
previous experience working in terrestrial radio, while 
some never worked in broadcasting before joining Trek 
Radio. The experience gained while working for us 

in Internet radio has led to some staff 
getting paid employment in traditional 
radio." 
On the flip side, "our listeners are 

followers of science fiction and genre 
media who want to interact with other 
like-minded fans to share interests and 
gain new insights." he said. "Our role 
in the Star Trek and sci-fi community 

Contact your Broadcast Electronics salesperson toda ! 
(217) 224-9600 • www.bdcast.com 

is to serve as an online source for entertainment and 
information, while also providing an outlet for celeb-
rities, merchants, fan groups, and event organizers to 
promote their projects to a targeted audience. We often 
have celebrities and event organizers approach us for 
help promoting their latest projects." 
Now in its eighth year, Trek Radio shows no sign of 

slowing down, seeking out new and exciting content for 
its online stream. 
"We are also always recruiting quality on-air talent 

and DJs for Trek Radio as well as behind-the-scenes 
staff to assist with editing audio and video for our web-
site," said Holquinn. "We are looking for interactive 
individuals or teams with personality, plus excellent 
microphone and interpersonal skills. Beam aboard and 
join the Trek Radio family!" 

7 
RADIO 



RADICIMR 
EXCELLENCE IN ENGINEERING AWARD 

2017 
P RESENTED TO 

LARRY W ILKINS 
A LABAMA B ROADCAST E RS Asso CIATION 

Alabama Brcadcasters Association congratulates 
Larry Wilkins for the recognition he kas received with 

this prestigious award. Larry's dedication 
to broadcast engineering cannot be 

measured. We are sofortunate 
that he has chosen to make 
his career in Alabama! 

Se4 PROAIX.r 

I; 

Than ks for your many years of support and 
friendship. !Ve are pleased and proud to salute 
and congratulate you on this honor. Yourfriends 
at Comrex. 

»MY 
iuw 

BROADCAST RELIABLE 

Congratulations on receiving the Excellence in 
Engineering Award! This is a well-deserved 
Warm wishesfrom yourfi-iends andfamily at 
PreSonus Audio Electronics. 

PreSonus 
e.; 

(À) 

ALERT FM 

Thank you, Larryfor 
all your dforts and 
leadership! 

The Society of Broadcast Engineers congratulates you, 
Larry, on receiving this honor. Your 
dedication to educational devel-
opment and the certification of 
engineers in ourbusiness has 
served to prepare a new gen-
eration of broadcast engineers. 

Congrat uilationsfrom the entire Bohn Broadcast 
team. You're agreatfriertd, mentor and leadcrfor 
the industry Your seYless commitment to educating 
current andfuture engineers is unparalleled 

E101-IIN 
mismAliguns-r 

— 511E12VICES, 

Congratulations, Larry, on your receipt of this well-
deserved award. We join the industry in saluting you 
for your contributions to the broadcast engineering 
profession. 

nautei 
o 

We salute youfor your qfelong devotion to 

making our industry better and helping people. 
You are an inspiration. 
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Testing: One, Two, Three 
From the auditorium music test to online surveys, 

programmers need listener input 

21st CENTURY 
PD by Dave Beasing 

Memories differ, and some believe it 
started even earlier. But by 1981, a small 
group of music radio programmers were 
whispering about a powerful new secret 
weapon: the auditorium music test, also 
known as the AMT. 

Prior to AMTs, top 40 program-
mers had been experimenting with call-
out research. KRIZ Phoenix Program 
Director Todd Wallace confided to his 
friend Jeff Salgo at KMJZ in San Diego 
that his staff had been systematically 
calling listeners to find out which hits to 
play in heavy rotation. Salgo tried it, too, 
and his 1000 Watt AM station quickly 
defeated the legendary KCBQ. 

nearly every variable possible. Many of 
his refinements to the methodology are 
still in use. 

ONLY AS GOOD AS THE INGREDIENTS 
Although changing times have caused 

some changes in music testing since, a 
core principle remains: Every good test 
starts with a high-quality sample. 

Los Angeles programmer Jhani Kaye 
— famous for his attention-to-detail at 
the helm of stations like KOST, KBIG 
and KRTH — attended all of his sta-
tions' music tests to see the sample 
with his own eyes, ensuring that every 
respondent truly passed the screener. 

He has his share of horror stories. 
Once, a group of men attending an AMT 
admitted that they were often asked to 
show up if the turnout looked thin — to 
raise funds for their barbershop quartet. 

Music radio still can't be programmed 
using science alone. It's also an art form. 

When Salgo was later hired to pro-
gram an adult-targeted FM in town, 
KBZT "K-Best 95," he realized that 
callout respondents wouldn't have the 
patience to rate hundreds of song hooks 
over the phone. He asked his GM, "What 
if we paid people $25 to come to a hotel 
and rate a bunch of songs?" According 
to Salgo, now market IT manager for 
Entercom in Los Angeles, the impact 
was amazing: "K-Best shot up to #1 in 
every key demo." 

Around the same time, having learned 
that The Research Group was beginning 
to offer AMTs to client stations, Cox 
Radio boss Nick Trigony gave Research 
Director Roger Wimmer a million-dollar 
budget to "test music testing" and told 
him, "You've got a Ph.D., figure it out!" 
He did, examining ideal sample sizes, 
respondent incentives, song hook size, 

11 of the U.S. radio stations 

TOP are Nautel 

li U  customers. 
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Ken Benson of 
research company P1 
Media Group warns, 
"Many AMT par-
ticipants are research 
pros. The pool of people willing to 
participate is small and getting smaller." 

Benson says that's why the cost of 
recruiting and incentivizing participants 
has risen to as high as $250 each. Mul-
tiply that by a sample size of 90 or 100, 
and you see the problem. 

In response, Strategic Solutions 
Research — like many providers — has 
developed an online survey system to 
save money on meeting rooms, modera-
tor travel and by allowing respondents to 
participate at home. 

"We've been doing online testing er 
10 years now," says Executive VP Hal 
Rood. "We have a variety of techniques 
to ensure the person is who they say they 
are. Both types of respondents [online 
and in-person] are people who are also 
willing to participate with Nielsen. The 
key is the quality of the screening, the 
questionnaire and the data's interpreta-
tion." 

Cutting costs even more, Benson's 
company has developed a trademarked 
"CSMT — Crowd Source Music Test." 
Like many innovations, it was born of 

December 6, 2017 

necessity. A small-market cluster couldn't 
afford to recruit a test, so, "We reluctant-
ly decided to use the stations' databases 
and run ads on the cluster, but we made 
no guarantee that we would have action-
able data at the end. The recruit wound 
up being a tremendous success." 

They've since added social media 
posts and other sources to their "crowd 
source" techniques. After 
running parallel tests in 
various formats and mar-
ket sizes, Benson is confi-

Right: Hal Rood mod-
erates a panel at the 
Worldwide Radio Summit 
in Los Angeles. 

Below: Jeff Salgo signs 
on KKDJ(FM) — later 
renamed KIIS — in Los 
Angeles, April 15, 1971. 

dent in the results. 
Strategic Research 

Solutions has also used 
databases and social 
media to recruit, but 
Rood is cautious. "The 
best research invest-
ment is in actively 
recruiting consumers 
so you reach beyond 
the super PI s who have 
signed up for your 
database," he says. 

Wiminiv takes no 
issue with new recruit-
ing sources, as long as the screener 
is adhered to rigidly. Also important, 
he says, is that you "do an analysis 
of every person's scores in relation to 
the standard deviation of the test. Any 
respondent's data whose scores are 
above or below the standard deviation 
must be thrown out." In other words, 
your researcher should be challenged not 
to use "outlier" data that is too different 
from the median. 
Wimmer is concerned with today's 

widespread use of electronic dials in 
music testing. His analysis shows that 
respondents make fewer errors when 
they're using a simple 7 or 10 point 
scale. "The average person sometimes 
finds the dial technology difficult," he 
says. 

Roughly 40 years since the advent of 
music testing, Kaye points out that music 
radio still can't be programmed using 
science alone. It's also an art form. 

"Music testing is extremely valuable, 

Above: Ken Benson at 
Virgin Radio in Toronto. 

Left: L.A. programmer 
Jhani Kaye. 

but it can't be a bible," says Kaye. "A 
good programmer will always know his/ 
her audience well and be able to read — 
and to a certain degree — predict what 
the audience would like." 

Dave Beasing recently had the sad 
duty of signing off LA's "100.3 The 
Sound" after a 9-112 year run, divested 
as tort of Entercom's merger with CBS 
Radio. The award-winning programmer 
and consultant is now busy opening his 
new on-demand audio company. 
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multi-band FM/1-ID processor. Grab more listeners with 
your bold, fresh signature sound. Only $ 12,990. 
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Apps Driving Innovation 
Every industry, broadcasting included, 

would be wise to watch app development 

PROMO 

POWER 
Mark Lapidus 

Imagine a mobile phone app that is 
a combination of Facebook Messenger, 
PayPal, Uber, Google Maps, FaceTime, 
Skype, Calendar, iMessage,ShopSavvy, 
Weather Channel, Instagram, and yes, it 
even has radio stations! 

This killer app is for real! It has over 
800 million users and you may not have 
ever heard of it. Why? Because, this app 
called "WeChat" is primarily used in 
China. 

With WeChat, you can pay for vir-
tually everything with one click and 
no credit card. It's actually an endless 
transactional platform with thousands 
of retailers, built on top of basically 
every existing social media function. 

Will such a "super app" like WeChat 
come to dominance in the USA? Hard 
to say. 

One thing is for certain though, every 
industry, broadcasting included, would 
be wise to watch app development for 
several reasons: We have to understand 
how our listener's lifestyle is changing 
based on app usage; we need to know if 
it makes sense to place our own adver-
tising and/or promotions in apps; and 

we need to keep up on the latest popular 
apps for own productivity both in the 
workplace and in our personal lives. 

With this in mind, here a few sug-
gested apps to test drive. 

OF° 
I was walking to business meeting 

recently in D.C. when I spotted a bright 
yellow bicycle on the sidewalk. Unlike 
other bike-sharing systems I've seen, 
this bike was just on its kickstand and 
not in a rack. I downloaded the app, 
entered my credit card information and 
two minutes later, I was riding! 

The first ride is free. Subsequent 
rides are $1 per an hour. The cool part is 
that when you at arrive at your destina-
tion, you just park the bike, lock it and 
leave it on the sidewalk. Later, you use 
the same app to find other Ofo bikes 
nearby. Ofo already has over 62 million 
active monthly users in 13 countries. 
I saw another app recently for motor-

assisted bikes, but I haven't tried it yet. 

WYZANT 
While I have expertise in broad-

casting and digital media, science was 
never my thing. When my college-aged 
son needed help with chemistry, I was 
clueless. 
I did some digging and found Wyzant, 

an app that matches students with tutors. 
Local tutors will come to your home. or 

.•1 URI 

hatsApp 
Basecaroo 

TUTOR 

V.,yLao; 

Nolob 

Otoh Ven,h, 

Group SKIS' App. Stu. 

Smartphone apps aren't all time wast-

ers. Some are intended to improve 
your productivity and communication. 

you can connect nationwide via video 
chat and a whiteboard through the app 
or online. The tutor's experience and 
ability vary as much as the price, but 
my son found several tutors who truly 
helped him. They have about 2 million 
registered users. 

BASECAMP 
I work with many people collabora-

tively across the globe. There came a 
point 'here email became almost useless 

/ecember 6,2017 

due to sheer volume and complexity of 
projects. Work in various time zones also 
complicates matters. Basecamp enabled 
me to keep communication in one place, 
create to-do lists, upload and download 
files and keep track of milestones. 

You can still receive email if you 
want, but since it all flows through 
Basecamp, the communication is easily 
found, sorted and kept in order. 

WHATSAPP 
Sure you've heard of it, but have you 

used it? You can speak with or video-
chat other users for free worldwide; do 
text messaging and it's my go-to for 
sending large video recordings when 
files are too big for email. Facebook 
paid $19 billion for this app. 

While it doesn't come close to the 
functionality of WeChat, I use it all the 
time for group communication ... plus, 
it is in English. I understand several 
business use cases are pending at the 
enterprise level. 

PAYPAL, VENMO AND APPLE PAY 

If you're not using at least one of 
these solutions to pay bills, send money 
to friends and family, or check out at a 
store 20 times faster than a chip-using 
credit card, you are wasting valuable 
time. Once you start paying this way 
regularly, you'll begin to realize why 
handwritten checks will soon go the 
way of the rotary phone. 

This holiday season, take a few min-
utes of your free time to play with apps 
that you've never tried before. I guaran-
tee this activity will spark your creativ-
ity. It may even impress your friends. 

So ... Happy, appy holidays! 

PRODUCTS & SERVICES SHOWCASE 

GORMAN REDLICH 
DIGITAL ANTENNA MONITOR 

47. 

In11111,11MIMB 

The Model CMR is a state of the art 

instrument of unequalled accuracy and 

stability. With typical modulation, the 

CMR's true ratio readout is a factor of 10 

more stable than instruments that mea-

sure normalized amplitude. With a 15kc 

IF for the measuring circuit, this monitor 
is ideal for diplexed arrays. 

MODEL CMR — Remote Controllable 
Digital Antenna Monitor — 2 tower 
Price $3950 

additonal towers $200 each 

• True Ratio reading. Non-Reference and Reference 

amplitudes are separately measured and divided 

electronically to give an accurate digital reading. 

• Stable, accurate phase reading with automatic 
phase sign. 

• Amplitude or True Ratio may be selected for mea-
surement with a front panel switch. 

• Dual Surge Protection. 

GORMAN REDLICH 257 W. Union Street Athens, Oh 45701 

Phone: 740-593-3150 jimg@gorman-redlich.com 

www.gorman-redlich.com 

A Great Place to Advertise! 

ORLO 
Radio World's Products lie 

and Services Showcase 

provides a perfect medium for 

marketing your products and services. 

For more information contact 

minderrieden@nbmedia.com 

212-378-0400 ext. 523 
to request a media kit. 
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Magix Sequoia 14 Big Sound, Big Features 
A bit pricey but if you have to do serious aud:o 

creation and editing, this might be the package 

I PRODUCT 
EVALUATION 
BY CURT YENGST, CSRE 

I've never been to California, so I've 
never seen a sequoia tree up close, but by 
all accounts they're spectacularly huge. 
So, it's appropriate that Magix named 
their flagship digital audio worksta-
tion product Sequoia. Everything about 
the latest version is BIG. The feature 
set is big, giving users everything they 
need, short of a hardware interface, to 
record, edit, master, create CDs, and 
even sync their project to film or video. 
The amount of raw data in this package 
is big, including plug-ins,, software sam-
plers, VSTi instruments., and nearly 70 
GB of audio samples. The hardcover(!) 
manual is big, at 575 pages. 

And, I might as well get this out in the 
open right now; the price tag is big too 
— $2,975. (Well, at least for me it is!) Is 
it worth it? Let's find out. 

IN THE BOX 
My first test for any software is to 

see how far I can get without open-
ing the manual. Installation is pretty 
simple. Pop the first DVD into the drive, 
and it almost immediately asks for the 
included CodeMeter USB dongle. Users 

can install Sequoia on as many worksta-
tions as needed, and the dongle can be 
moved from one to another, bringing all 
licenses with it. In a production studio 
environment, additional seats can be 
purchased, and a single dangle on a 
LAN server can administer all licenses 
for the entire plant. The basic controls 
are easy to spat and make sense, so it 
didn't take much to get it passing audio. 
Holding the mouse over most controls 
brings up a pop-up guide showing what 
they do. 
My favorke feature of Sequoia is 

the mixer. It's laid out like an analog 

mixing console, complete with channel 
strips with EQ, pan pots and faders, 
plus an output section complete with its 
own EQ, plug-in patch points, and even 
a monitor section. It's customizable, and 
templates can be saved for later recall. 
Users can configure at sends for head-
phone mixes and buses for submixes. 
Automation is also available foi users 
who would rather not make such adjust-
ments in the editing window. It's also 
possible to monitor incoming signals 
directly through sound card outputs. 
Recording and playback can Os° be 
controlled directly from the mixer. 

One interesting feature is Mix to 
File. Users can start real time playback 
of the session, and any mixer moves are 
also written to the file once playback is 

Left: Magix Sequoia 14 Power User 

Desktop 

MAGIX SEQUOIA 14 
Digital Audio Workstation Software 

Thumbs Up 

+ Lots of features for serious studio 
and post work 

+ Edits, processes and allows for 

music creation 
+ Handles most file formats 

+ Works like a charm 

Thumbs Down 
- Windows only 

- Price tag is big 

Price: $2,975 (though upgrading 
from previous version can be 

cheaper) 

CONTACT: For information, contact 

Magix Software at 305-722-5810 or 
visit www.magix-audio.com/us. 

complete. It's a bit of a throwback to the 
old days of mixing to tape. Another nice 
feature is an MP3 simulator plug-in for 
the output section. Users are able to hear 
how a mix will sound once rendered to 
MP3 or other compressed format. My 
chief complaint is that it's not possible 
to record signals "wet," with compres-
sion, EQ, and other effects in place. 

Sequoia's layout can be as clean or 
cluttered as users need, thanks to select-
able workspaces. The Power User view, 
for instance, gives a clear view of the 
Track Editor, along with transport con-
trols, a very generous VU meter, time 
display, and the Manager/Docker win-
dow, which displays additional features 
in tab form. The Mastering view shows 
several different meters for level, phase 
alignment, and bit depth, along with 

(continued on page 26) 
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additional track timing information. 
The Reporter view shows clip manage-
ment and timing information ideal for 
keeping track of news sounders and 
other such elements. Other windows can 
be added from the View menu. The look 
of the entire program, or just individual 
elements, can be changed by assigning 
different "skins." One color scheme 
can be used for the Track Editor, and a 
completely different one for the Mixer, 
and so on. Speaking of meters, sev-
eral options are available, from standard 
PPM and VU meters to K-Metering, 
surround, spectrogram, and even direc-
tional metering. 

TOOLBOX 
Sequoia comes with a wide variety 

of VST and native plug-ins that can be 
patched into the mixer or assigned to 
individual objects in the Track Editor. 
Plug-ins for dynamics, EQ, distortion, 
delay, reverb, and other assorted filters 
are included. There is even a suite of 
audio restoration plug-ins and a collec-
tion of VSTi instruments with every-
thing from rock drums to accordion. 
Also included: Magix's Independence 
software sampler, with thousands of 
sounds, included on nine discs, and 
Celemony's Melodyne Essential pitch 
correction software. The price of this 
package starts to make sense when con-
sidering how much we might spend on 
numerous plug-in bundles and software 
synths anyway. 

Editing in Sequoia can be done in 
a few ways. The most basic is object-
based editing in the Track Editor win-
dow. Audio clips, or objects, are placed 
on the various tracks; and, depending 
on the tools selected, can be trimmed, 
moved, and otherwise manipulated. As 
with most DAWs, there are a few moves 
that can be figured out intuitively, but 
others will take peeking at the manual 
or help file. Keyboard and mouse com-
mands are, however, customizable; so 
users that are used to a certain work-
flow can configure Sequoia to behave in 
a similar fashion. Within a few minutes, 
I had enough moves down that I could 
chop up a piece of audio with ease. 

There's also Source/Destination 
mode. This is useful for productions 
assembled from various, separately pro-

duced elements, such as a "news maga-
zine" format, or a mastering project 
where numerous takes must be sorted 
and assembled. "Raw" audio is brought 
into a source track, in and out points 
are determined, and the result is pasted 
to the Destination track. Then there's 
Spectral Editing, where audio is dis-
played in spectrogram form, so frequen-
cy content can be seen as well as level. 
This is handy for manually removing 
impulse noise and other nasties. 

Recording in Sequoia is fairly 
straightforward and intuitive. In addi-
tion to being able to import just about 
any audio file format, Sequoia can also 
record to WAV, MP3, AIFF, WMA, 
and other formats, on the fly, with no 
secondary conversion. That's a big time 
saver if you're doing, say, a VO session 
that would have to be converted to MP3 
before uploading. File housekeeping is 
well done, with Sequoia automatically 
creating the necessary folders for stor-
ing all audio for a given • project. In 
addition to all the output options, CDs 
can also be burned directly from the 
Track Fditor. 

Another very cool feature is the abil-
ity to record independent from playback. 
Here, recording can be started, and the 
user can select any point in the recorded 
track to listen to while the recording 
continues in the background. Say you're 
recording a speech, and you need to pull 
highlights for an upcoming report. As 
you listen live, you can go back to what 
you just heard a moment ago, snip out 

the highlight, drag it to a new track, and 
render it out for upload, all while still 
recording. 
I tested Sequoia 14 on Windows 7 

and Windows 8.1 64-bit platforms, and 
neither broke a sweat. The Windows 
7 machine used a Digigram VX882e 
sound card, and the 8.1 machine used 
a MOTU 2408mk3. Both used ASIO 
drivers, which are highly recommended 
by Magix to take advantage of Sequoia's 
full potential. Like any DAW of this 
complexity, the learning curve can be 

Left: Crossfading in Sequoia 14 

Below: Spectral Editing 

steep due to the overwhelming number 
of features. Given the cost, I can't picture 
any but the busiest or most well-heeled 
independent producers lining up for it. 
But, for a network production facility, 
mastering house, or commercial studio 
looking for single feature-rich platform, 
Sequoia 14 is well worth considering. 

Curt Yengst, CSRE, is assistant engi-
neer at WAWZ(FM) in Zarephath, N.J. 
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Broadcast Engineering Software 

• Create stunning " real-world" coverage maps, interference 
!.tudies, and population reports with Probe 4TM 

• Find STL broadcast auxiliary and Part 101 microwave 
frequencies and generate PCN letters with Microwave ProTM 

•AM Pro 2Tm, used daily by FCC engineers, perfol ms skywave 

and grouncfwave allocation studies and AM coverage mapping 

• Map FM stations and 
discover upgrade 
possibilities using FCC 
minimum separations and 
contour-to-contour methods 
with FMCommanderTm 

(800) 743-3684 www.V-Soft.com 

ACO JSTICS 

AcousticsFirsti 
Materials to Control Sounc d Elinenalê 

MBEWORLD 
Equipment Exchange 

ANTENNAS/ 

TOWERS/CABLES 

WANT TO SELL 

(CA FM80€10G Trans 
107.9, great cond; 4-Bay 
Jamprc antenna w/deicers; 
3-bay Shively antenna FM. D 
Brockman, 606-965-3436. 

Flash Technology Huge 
Tower Lighting Lot, roughly 
36 obstruction lights with con-
trol units and more, located in 
Michigan. Email nolanupnorth@ 
gmail.cant for more information 
and pics. 

AUDIO PROCESSING 

(INCLUDES ON-AIR) 

WANT TO BUY 

Teletronix LA-2A's, UREI 
LA-3A's & LA-4's, Fairchild 660's 
& 670's, any Pultec EQ's & any 
other old tube compressor/limit-
ers, call after 3PM CST - 214738-
7873 or sixtiesradio@yahoo.com. 

Wanted. real plate reverb. 
abgrun@gmail.cont. 

MiCROPHONES/ 

HEADPHONES/ 

SPEAKERS/AMPS 

WANT TO SELL 

1934 RCA 77A double ribbon 
microphone, originally used 
by Arthur Godfrey at WFBR 
Baltimore. 100% perfect condi-
tion. Contact Bill Cook, 719-
684-6010. 

WANT TO BUY 

RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any 
other RCA ribbon mics, on-
air lights, call after 3PM CST, 
214 738-7873 or sixtiesradio@ 
yahoo.com. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

WANT TO SELL 

I'm selling between 150 and 
200 cassette tapes that con-
sist of old-time radio shows, 
sports shows, some local New 
York radio talk shows, etc... 
Must take entire collection 
and the price is negotiable. 
Please call me for details and, 
my phone number is 925-284-
5428. 

Radio broadcasts of Major 
League Baseball, NFL, and 
some college football games 
that are on cassette tapes, 
approx 100 to 125 games, time 
period of entire collection os 
from the 1950's — 1970's, BO. 
Must purchase entire collection. 
Contact Ron, 925-284-5428 or 
ronwtamm@yahoo.com 

WYBG 1050, Messina, NY, 
now off the air is selling: 250' 
tower w/building on 4 acres; 
collection of very old 78s dating 
back to 1904; 12' satellite dish 
on concrete base; prices drasti-
cally slashed. 315-287-1753 or 
315-528-6040 

WANT TO BUY 

Collector wants to buy: old 
vintage pro gears, compres-
sor/limiter, microphone, 
mixing consoles, ampli-
fiers, mic preamps, speak-
ers, turntables, EQ working 
or not, working transform-
ers (UTC Western Electric), 
Fairchild, Western Electric, 
Langevin, RCA, Gates, 
Urei, Altec, Pultec, Collins. 
Cash - pick up 773-339-9035 
or ilg821@aol.com. 

2" plastic "spot" reels 6.5 
or 8" diameter, as used for 
quad video. Wayne, Audio 
Village, 760-320-0728 or 
audiovIg@gte.net. 

Equipment Wanted: obso-
lete, or out of service broad-
cast and recording gear, ampli-
fiers, processing, radio or mix-
ing consoles, microphones, etc. 
Large lots preferred. Pickup or 
shipping can be discussed. 443-
854-0725 or ajkivi@gmail.com. 

I'm looking for KFRC radio 
special of Elvis Presley which 

-ffline11111111111111111111111•111111111111111111111111011111.11r 

ilroadasst EquIpatat Exchange 
"BEE" 

in the habit 
of selling your used 
equipment here! 

Contact Michele for details at 

212-37B-04e adadagrimisssetabaseillatmat 

CONSULTANTS 

Without advertising 
a terrible thing happens... 

tJ flT111115 

For information contact 
Michele at 212-378-0400 ext. 523 
or minderneden@nbmedia.cem 

aired on January 8, 1978. I'd 
be willing to pay for a digital 
copy. Ron, 925-284.5428. 

I'm looking for the Ed Brady 
radio show in which he did a 
tribute to Duke Ellington, the 
station was KNBR, I'd be willing 
to pay for a digital copy. Ron, 
925-284-5428. 

I'm looking for KTIM, AM,FM 
radio shows from 1971-1988. 
The stations were located in San 
Rafael, Ca. Ron, 925 284-5428. 

I'm looking for San Francisco 
radio recordings from the 
1920's through the 1980's. 
For example newscast, talk 
shows, music shows, live band 
remotes, etc. Stations like 
KGO, KFRC, KSFO, K1AB, KDIA, 
KWBR, KSFX, KOBY, KCBS, 
KQW, KRE, KTIM, KYA, etc, I 
will pay for copies... Feel free to 
call me at 925-284-5428 or you 
can email me at ronwtamm@ 
yahoo.com. 

Looking for a broadcast 
excerpt of a SanFrancisco 
Giant's taped off of KSFO 
radio from 1959, interviews 
with Willie Mays, Dusty Rhodes 
& some play by play excerpts, 
also features a homerun by 
Willie Mays and Felipe Alou 
stealing second base, running 
time is 18:02, also looking tor SF 
Giants games and/or highkghts 
from 1958-1978 also taped off 
KSFO Radio. Ron, 925-284-5428 
or ronwtamm@yahoo.mm. 

Looking for KFRC signoff 
radio broadcast from 1930 
Andy Potter, running time is 
0:22 & also the KLX kit c hen 
the program guest is Susanne 
Caygill, a discussion of wom-
en's affairs with a long promo-
tion for Caygili's appearance 
at a local store. Anne Truax, 
Susanne Caygill, running tme 
is 13:44. Ron, 925-284-5428 or 
email ronwtamm@yahoo.com. 

Looking for KSFX radio 
shows, Disco 104 FM, 1975-
1978. R Tamm, 925-284 5428. 

Looking for KTIM FM radio 
shows from /981-1984 if 
possible unscoped. R Tamm, 
925-284-5428 or ronwtamrr@ 
yahoo.com. 

=HAM BRO'-7 -"I IIIC,iN  
BROADCAST TECHNICAL CONSULTANTS 

Foil Scrvicr Enon Allocation to 

Oprration AM/FM 

Field WoticAntcnna and 

nieditirs Drsign 

Over 45 rears engineering 
and consulting experience 

912-638-8028 
202-393-5133 
www.grahamhreck.com  

Ou with the old... 

...In 
with 

the new! 

NEED TO MAKE ROOM FOR THE NEW 
EQUIPMENT YOU ORDERED? 

Sell your used equipment here 
in the pages of Radio World 

Broadcast Equipment Exchange. 

Its easy.. send Michele an email or 
give her a call. Well run your 

FREE listing(s; for two consecutive issues! 

if you have any questions call Michele at 
212-378-0400 ext. 523 or email 
minderrieden@nbmedia.com 

for more information. 

Floor mounted wire cart rack 
carousel. Ralph-koal@hotmail. 
com. 

RECEIVERS/ 

TRANSCEIVERS 

WANT TO SELL 

Johnson Electronic SCA880 
module, 67/92 Khz, 417-881-
1846. 

WANT TO BUY 

AM Stereo radio. Call 417-881-
1846. 

RECORDING & 

PLAYBACK HARDWARE 

WANT TO BUY 

1960s-vintage MacKenzie 
Repeater machines, magazines, 
spare parts and manuals, com-
plete or " parts" machines consid-
ered, James, 870-777-4653. 

Large or small collections of 
16" transcriptions or 12" tran-
scriptions, not commercial LPs. 
Bill Cook, 719-684-6010. 

Schnader telescriptions 16 
mm musical films produced in 
the early 50 s. Bill Cook, 719-
684-6010. 

Standard Short-tune series. 
Bill Cook, 719-684-6010. 

(2) LPFM radio stations for 
sale, located in the NW part 
of central Florida on the gulf 
coast, covers the county, get 
out of the cold weather, come 
to Florida, call or write for par-
ticulars, 352-613-2289 or email 
boceey@hotmail.com or Bob, 
PO Box 1121, Crystal River, FL 
34423. 
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TEST EQUIPMENT 

Rebuilt Power Tubes 1/2 the cost of New! 

e-

se eetwe CONC Se %hie esp.bioi 

Tel: 800-532-6626 Web: www.econco.com 
Intl +1-530-662-7553 Fax: +1-530-666-7760 

MULTI-STATION CONTROL 
for your Sage-Endec or DASDEC 

, 
wtth our 

Multi-Station Relay Adapter 
• rum.. up to 3 addrOonal skims for a total of/ 

Compatible veith both the one.' 
Sage SE1822 the new Digital 364•1 and now 
he Digital Alert Systems DASDEE- when 
used in the analog audio rende 

• (kiln rack mount ( 134SRA-RM) and table lop 
iMSRA) units available 

• 51 rien 8 individual station recessed front 
panel multi-turn EAS audio gain controls 

• ro vidual left and right channel EAS activity 
1ED indicators for eacal additional station 

• ri- st button for easy ¡elm 
• S-ew type Muggable Eurostyle connectors 

SOr positive and secure connections 
• Fa I Safe gold clad relay contacts in case of a 

roke.iiiirjyriedersârtza.c,toteikoono 

Also, out Nut-Seta Relay Expander wfth 
misty mitt output only for contreing 

',titbits mewl» 

1.14. 

• All of the same leatues above excluding the 
audio features and only 1U high (MSRE-RM) 

• 2 gold dad form "C"elair OutPuta for each 
IMRS/MoMFORLM/MREadyMILM 

For details on these and other innovative products 
for the broadcaster, call or visit u; on the web at 

www.dmengineering.com 
Dkil 2174 Chandler St Camarillo CA 93010 

805-987.758 . 30, 2-39 sr; • 

$TOadea°0ei 

For more 
information, ask 

Michele at 212-978-04008523 
or mindoniodenenbenedla.com 

00WORLD 

TRANSMITTERS/EXCITERS/TRANSLATORS 

1,0 ,41* traO - e 

Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978 
Transmitters and Broadcast Equipment for Radio & Television 

55W 
3.5 KW 
1.3/3.5 KW 
5KW 
10 KW 
10 KW 
10 KW 
21.5 KW 
35 KW 

Used FM Transmitters 

2000 Harris DIGIT CD 
2000 Harris Z3.5CD, solid-state 
2006 Harris Z6HD- Tri-Mode HD 
1988 BE FM5A 
1988 BE FM10A, Dual 5 KW 
1998 Nautel FM10, Solid State 
2004 Harris Z10, Solid State 
1990 Continental 816R2B, SS IPA 
1991 BE FM35B 

Used AM Transmitters 

5 KW 2003 BE AM5E 
10 kW 2001 Nautel XL12, solid-state 
60 kW 2007 Nautel XL60 

Exciters & Miscellaneous Eauipment 

Exciters->Flarris DIGIT, Continental 8028 
Bird Model 8932, 10 kW air-cooled RF Load 
Harris N + 1 Controller 

Used TV Transmitters DTV & ATV 

• ' Rohde & Schwarz'•Harris Maxiva•• 

Please visit our website, 
www.tmamtv.com, for additional listings. 

I=E 
ContineAtai eketionic.3 

-111. 

HARRIS nautei 
crown BrORDCRST 

New TV Transmitters- DTV & ATV 

Anywave, OMB, and Technalogix 

• '1KW Special w/4 channel encoder" 

VHF and UHF TV Antennas 
(10 W to -10 KW) TV STL 

800-441-8454 • 215-938-7304 • FAX +1-215-938-7361 

www.tmamtv.com • E-mail. transcom@fmamtv.com 
RETUNING & TESTING AVAILABLE • CALL US FOR A QUOTE! 

:iilIPLji Min CM 
POSITIONS WANTED 

Are you a small market station need-
ing a good nuts & bolts engineer in 
the Los Angeles area? I will make your 
station shine! CET, fully FCC Licensed. 
Available for Full/Part-time/Contract 
work. Available immediately. Mitchell 
Rakoff, 909-446-6820, mitchellrakoff@ 
yahoo.com. 

Aspiring DJ/MC looking for opportu-
nities to grow and learn in the world 
of professional Wing, broadcasting, 
sound tech, production, media etc. Lake, 
405-651-9535 or lakesbullard@gmail. 

Creative, driven, outside-the-box 
thinker with radio/TV experience, 

positive quick wit desires programming 
opportunities: board-op, copywriting, 
production. Proficient ad-libber, dedicat-
ed and focused. Zach, 214-994-5076 or 
zalford@ymail.com. 

Over-corner with multi-faceted 
media skills to contribute. Radio/TV, 
Production, AudioNideo, Film, Editing/ 
Cameras, social media, copywriting, 
entertainment plus 5 years' experience! 
Shamont, 972-333-0093 or dubbess1@ 
gmail.com. 

Bilingual with great On-Air pres-
ence/delivery and voiceover with cre-
ative copywriting/graphic design ability. 
Positive, driven, and dependable. Strong 

work ethics, and multi-tasked. Maelvy, 
214-315-4168 or absmaelvy4757@ 
yahoo.com. 

Fun, talented, passionate, radio per-
sonality. Positive attitude with strong 
creativity, engaging and interesting top-
ics, good music knowledge and produc-
tion skills. Cameron, 405-731-3278 or 
cameronwake07@gmail.com. 

You need me! Veteran female broad-
cast professional, on-air, news, journal-
ism, PR, copywriting, VO, Promotions/ 
events, social media, photography, and 
so much more! Michelle McConnell, 682-
438-8496 or staytuned2mm@aol.com. 

e el 

www.amgroundsystems.com 

866-22RADIO 
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212-378-0400 x523 

To advertise, 

call 

or email: 

minderrieden@ 
nbmedia.com 

TUBES 

Keeping you on the 

air since 1934! 

ISO 9001 Certified 

NEW POWER TUBES 

Triodes 
Tetrodes 
Pentodes 

NEW SOCKETS & 
REPLACEMENT PARTS 

Woddwide Availability 

Made in the U.S.A. 

Call (800) 414-8823 
lnt I (650) 846-2800 
Fax (650) 846-3795 

Visit our Website ai 
www.coii.corriei:nas 

MM. 1111. 

',See ere., own ler,fr 

DISTRIBUTOR 
DIRECTORY 

The following distributors serving the broadcast : idustry 

would be glad to help you with any of your requirements. 

CORNELL-DUBILIER 
MICA CAPACITORS 

FROM STOCK 

JENNINGS VACUUM 
CAPACITORS 
FROM STOCK 

HIGH ENERGY CERAMIC 
CAPACITORS 

SURCOM ASSOCIATES 
967-1 LI Camino Real. Scrac K 

Carlshad. California 42008 

17001438-4420 Fax: 176014384754 
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Dear FCC: Please Help Us, the "Mom & Pop" D 
The owner of Matt's Classic Diner shares a restaurant industry fable 

'COMMENTARY 
BY MATTHEW WESOLOWSKI 

My name is Matthew Wesolowski. For the past 15 
years or so, I have been the owner and general man-
ager of "Matt's Classic Diner," located in Franklin City, 
USA. 
A while back, our loyal patrons started calling it 

"Matt's Class A Diner" — not sure why, but the name 
stuck. I'd like to think that it is because of the "Class 
A" service that we provide to our community, as well 
some neighboring towns whose residents happen to like 
our fare. I have always loved running the restaurant and 
those patrons we serve. 

Franklin City is a beautiful mid-sized town with lots 
of other great restaurants. A few are "Mom and Pop" 
stand-alone joints like "Matt's Class A," though most 
here are the much larger national brands, like Alpha-
bee's and T.G.I.Heart Friday's. 

Other establishments are a little tougher to peg, like 
our local Cracker Barrel Store, or "CBS," as we call it 
here. I often wonder if CBS is in the restaurant business 
or old-time country store business ... or if they even still 
want to own restaurants. 

Either way, those in the industry here claim that 
Franklin City has way too many restaurants for a town 
of its size; but until recently, my attitude has been, "the 
more the merrier." 

THE CITY COUNCIL AND US 
Nearly all of the restaurants cooperate well with the 

local government: the Franklin City Council. The FCC 
has taken a great interest in food service in our commu-
nity lately, especially within the past year. Right now, 
the FCC is trying to keep Long Wave Silver's pirate-
themed restaurants from coming here. The FCC has 
also offered to send out groundskeeping crews to help 
local restaurants in our weed-whacking efforts, as some 
choking plants have started to take over our parking 
lots, making it difficult to serve the public. 

Many, though not all restaurants here, are members 
of the Nutrition Advisory Board. The NAB will accept 
membership dues from any restaurant, but most times, 
I get the impression that companies like Alpha-bee's 
and T.G.I.Heart Friday's control most of what goes on 
there. For instance, there was the recent effort of the 
Locals Partial to Frankfurters Movement, who advocate 
low-cost, independent, non-profit neighborhood hot dog 
stands. They wanted to increase each stand's cart capac-
ity from 100 hot dogs to 250 hot dogs. The NAB must 
have thought that the LPFM group offered too little 
nutritional value, as their widely-supported proposal 
continues to languish at the FCC. 

All told, Matt's has been a great business in an even 
better industry, even though I'll never get rich from res-
taurant ownership and the "old timers" will never (ever) 
stop telling The about how wonderful things "used to 
be" in food service. 

Up until a few years ago, however, I hardly would 
have thought that the Franklin City Council would pos-
sibly approve a Nutrition Advisory Board initiative that 

would cause so much harm to small restaurant opera-
tors, like "Matt's Class A." 

THE FOOD TRUCK INVASION 
In 2015, the NAB and FCC decided that it would be 

a good idea to flood the restaurant industry with thou-
sands of new food service permits. Several years prior, 
a vocal band known as the Abandoned Meal-servers 
claimed that their outdated restaurants needed immedi-
ate help from the FCC. Most of these AMs were long-
failing eating establishments, some of which had been 
shuttered for years (despite the tale told by their official 
FCC filings). It seemed as if the NAB and FCC needed 
to solve the problem as to why people no longer ate at 
the AMs' places. The NAB and FCC came up with a 
plan to help the AMs: allow them to purchase and relo-

a 
cate mobile food trucks, so long as they were for sale 
within 250 miles of the community. The AMs knew 
that the food trucks would not have the same customer 
capacity or site security of more traditional restaurants, 
but at least it could potentially revitalize their failing 
businesses. 

The FCC did place a few restrictions upon the food 
truck permits, such as limiting their menus to the exact 
same offerings as that of the parent AM's restaurant. In 
some cases, however, they would be allowed to offer a 
separate menu at night if the main AM's location was 
closed. The AMs also agreed that their trucks would 
have no ability to secure a license for a permanent 
location or menu origination, as that was against the 
FCC's long-standing food truck ordinances. Otherwise, 
if a city block happened to be unoccupied, it needed a 
food truck. 
On the surface, the NAB and FCC plan was reason-

able: give the AMs a chance to open up food trucks to 
serve the community without affecting existing eater-
ies. The failing AMs would be revitalized with access 
to thousands of new potential customers. Big restaurant 

mers 
chains like Alpha-bee's and T.G.I.Heart Friday's would 
only see negligible impact, as they already owned 
the best properties in high-traffic areas. The program 
seemed to be doing so well that the FCC even voted to 
allow AMs who were unable to purchase a food truck 
to just give them one. 

Clearly, everyone was a winner. 

SERVICE RECEPTION ISSUES 
Here at Matt's Class A, I started noticing that the 

Franklin City Council was allowing food trucks to 
park closer and closer to my small diner. Some of my 
fellow diner operators even had food trucks setting up 
shop in their parking lots! In many cases, the AMs had 
applied for food truck permits that plainly blocked the 
roads between licensed existing restaurants and their 
customer bases. The FCC said that many of those cus-
tomers were somewhat distant anyway. 

Despite further cries for help to the NAB, the small 
restaurant owners found it almost impossible to force 
the trucks to move. Worse still, when one truck did 
move, another would often take its place. 
My long-time diner patrons started complaining 

about the difficulty in receiving good service from 
Matt's Class A, even though it was not a problem several 
years ago. They said that the noise impact of the food 
trucks made it difficult to eat here, even though our 
menu was better than ever. Some of my most loyal cus-
tomers threatened to eat elsewhere if the poor service 
reception issues did not improve. Several felt it would 
be better to cook at home with improved steaming 
technologies. 
When I come into work every morning, I often think 

that the Franklin City Council and Nutrition Advisory 
Board really only care about the large restaurant opera-
tors, like Alpha-bee's and T.G.I.H. Friday's. The FCC 
and NAB also give lots of attention to the AMs and 
their food trucks, but show virtually no support for 
those of us in the middle, like Matt's Class A Diner, 

(continued on page 30) 
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who get squeezed on all sides without 
any hope for relief. 
I wonder, will the FCC ever support 

those of us who operate restaurants in 
between? 

HELPING SMALL DINERS 
Several years prior to the Abandoned 

Meal-servers revitalization initiative, 
another diner owner and I had a chance 
to meet with the (now) chairman of 
the Franklin City Council to explain 
that, although our restaurants were very 
small, we often had unnecessarily large 

parking spaces. Locations like ours were 
generally able to cater to 6,000 patrons 
per month, but with a minor FCC policy 
change, Matt's Class A (and others) 
would be able to serve up to 12,000 cus-
tomers each month. 
We took the plan to the Nutrition 

Advisory Board, who said that they 
thought it was interesting, but ultimately 
decided to remain neutral on the nutri-
tional merit of the plan. After all, the 
NAB needed to respect the wishes of 
Alpha-bee's and T.G.I.Heart Friday's, 
who had many locations already capable 
of serving 100,000 patrons. 

After the FCC meeting, I contacted 
other diner owners directly. With facts 

At 2016's Nutrition Advisory Board convention, 
the chairman of the Franklin City Council announced his 
intent to explore the restaurant upgrade initiative further; 
yet a full year later, the FCC has not acted. 

parking lots ur rounding us. There was 
a FCC ordinance that stated that parking 
lots had to be big enough to ensure suf-
ficient seating capacity for our custom-
ers, while at the same time being large 
enough to prevent our patrons from 
parking in the spaces of neighboring 
eateries. With that in mind, we presented 
a plan to the chairman to optimize the 
relationship between restaurant size and 
the amount of required parking spaces. 

Our research studies showed that 
many diners could double our restau-
rant size without the need for additional 

in hand, I let those owners know if their 
restaurants could expand and invited 
them to sign a petition to the FCC indi-
cating their support of the proposal. 

All in all, 146 owners representing 
655 total restaurants signed the petition. 
The proposal even had support of several 
AMs and many in the Locals Partial 
to Frankfurters Movement. With over-
whelming enthusiasm from others in a 
similar position to "Matt's Class A," I 
expected 12,000-customer capacity res-
taurant expansion to take place sooner 
than later, with the FCC issuing lots of 
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construction permits. 
As of today, however, not one upgrade 

permit has been approved. 

DEAR FCC 
There are hundreds of diners just like 

mine that would be able to increase our 
customer capacity with a simple policy 
change. At 2016's Nutrition Advisory 
Board convention, the chairman of the 
Franklin City Council announced his 
intent to explore the restaurant upgrade 
initiative further; yet a full year later, the 
FCC has not acted. 

Small restaurants are under assault 
from all sides: from large chain opera-
tors, to AMs with food trucks, to those 
who have stopped dining out altogether 
and are steaming their own meals at 
home (or soon in their car, when technol-
ogy allows). 

If not now, then when will the FCC 
(or NAB) ever attend to the needs of 
the small restaurant operator, caught in 
between two very powerful lobbies, who 
consume all of your attention? Please 
approve the 12,000 customer upgrade 
proposal now. Without it, our restaurants 
may not be able to stay in business much 
longer. 

Matthew Wesolowski is owner and 
general manager of WYAB 103.9 FM, 
a Class A FM station in Pocahontas, 
Miss. He is joint-petitioner in FCC rule-
making RM-11727, which seeks to create 
a new 12 kW "FM Class C4" allotment 
classification, as well as revise certain 
portions of Section 73.215. If approved, 
he said, several hundred FM Class A 
stations would be able to double their 
effective radiated power levels from 
6,000 to 12,000 Watts. 

READER'SFORUM 

CAR RECEIVER QUALITY, OR LACK THEREOF 

As a broadcast engineer who has worked in radio and television for over 50 
years, I have noticed lately that it seems the automobile manufacturers are trying 
very hard to eliminate broadcast radio. 

The automobile manufacturers were one of the prime movers who squashed 
stereo AM, now they have their eyes set on the entire industry. Why? Simply 
because they no longer provide antennas on automobiles satisfactory for off air FM 
or AM reception. They are geared for satellite radio, and if the 2-inch antenna they 
provide receives any FM, and miraculously any AM, well, then you are in luck. 
I work in the upper Midwest, where we have lots of 100 kW FM blasters and 

with a ground conductivity of 15 or better a lot of good AM stations. The 100 
kW FMs usually get a reasonable signal out to 80-100 miles, and even the small 
AMs on 1400 or so can be listened to 60-70 miles away without any problem. 
I drive around in a 2003 Dodge pickup (small-market radio guys never have a 

vehicle from the decade in which we are living) with a stock radio cassette player 
and all. This radio has no problem hearing stations out to the limits I mention 
above, plus the AM side is fairly wide, I would have to guess the audio is good 
up to at least 8 kHz. 

Recently, we replaced a defective antenna on one of our 100 kW FM facilities. 
Since the old antenna was bad and only using six bays of its 12 and running 10 kW 
instead of 20 out of the transmitter, it was expected that a return to a full 100 kW 
ERP would make a noticeable improvement especially in close proximity. 

Well, after the project was completed, the station PD, anxious to learn how it 

sounded, went out in his relatively new GM automobile. He came back to tell me 
that he lost the signal about 20 miles from the station and wasn't very impressed. 
I went out to the same area with the old Dodge, and it was loud and clear as I 
continued to drive to a point about 90 miles away. We tried with several other 
new cars and had similar results. 

Then I happened to see this little "pod" on the roof and realized this was the 
only antenna, great for 2 GHz but not so hot for FM, not to mention AM. The 
automobile manufacturers have effectively reduced our 100 kW stations to a 3 
kW and the 6 kWs down to LPFMs. 

As an aside, I did go out to the location where the PD's radio lost the signal 
with the trusty old FIM71 and at 6 feet above ground, had a field reading of just 
about 4 millivolts. 
I think we have to express displeasure with the automakers on their decision. 

With internet options now available in automobiles, I suspect satellite radio will 
be the first unnecessary expense in operating a vehicle. Broadcast radio is free 
and local. Since it will be here for a while, let's make the automobile companies 
use radios as the station contours predict. 

Ron Schacht 
Engineering consultant 

Kensett, Iowa 
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TAKE ADVANTAGE OF WIRELESS HIGH PAYLOAD STL/TSL CAPACITY 

• Moseley EVENT STLITSL systems provide up to 155 Mpbs combined IP, T1/E1 

payloads. Multi-station clusters can convey multiple linear uncompressed audio pairs 

for a truly cost-effective STL/TSL link. Connect your existing T1/IP audio hardware 

directly into the EVENT system, or use Moseley Rincon for your audio payloads. 

An optional DVB-ASI module is available for full duplex video. 

EVENT systems are fully bi-directional including a Software Defined Indoor Unit (SDIDU) 

and Outdoor Unit (ODU), eliminating the need for costly waveguide hardware. The ODU 

is available in the license free 5.8 GHz band, or licensed 11, 18, or 23 GHz bands. 

Appropriate external antennas are selected based on path length. 
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INTELLIGENT SYSTEM DESIGN • 

Spectrum-scalable digital radios with user-selectable data rates enable broadcasters to have greater flexibility in STL planning and future growth. 

The integrated /El and Ethernet interfaces allow for a combination of Ti/El and IP packet data. 
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-0 IP APPLIANCES AND APPLICATIONS 
Offer IP transmitter control, surveillance security, and site monitoring to reduce downtime, and protect valuable station assets while saving 

travel time to the site. 

REMOTE MIRRORED SERVERS 
From the transmitter site, offers backup of business records and programming content to get you back on the air quickly in the event of a studio outage. 

* EMAIL AND INTERNET ACCESS FROM THE TRANSMITTER SITE 
Saves engineers time accessing manuals or technical support from manufacturers during maintenance sessions. 

ejlf.▪ • SIMPLE NETWORK MANAGEMENT PROTOCOL (SNMP) 
Full SNMP package with GUI provides easy monitoring and configuration changes. 

Contact The Moseley Sales Team to Custom Configure Your EVENT STUTSL Today! 
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Well worth the wait, DMX packs a ton of power into a small frame. 

For its engine, we chose a high-performance Wheatstone power plant that 

utilizes WheatNet-IP to give you options beyond anything we've done before. 

Operation is smooth and construction is aircraft grade. It's the command 

surface that can be your standalone console or direct your entire network. 

Fast, flexible, formidable. V-8 or 16 input models, both surprisingly affordable. 
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for more information, please contact us: phone 1.252.638-7000 I pre.com I sales@pre.com 
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